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Low & Medium Voltage AC Variable Frequency Drives 230VAC-15kV through 20,000HP, air 
cooled & water cooled assemblies. Integrated packages with Input & Bypass Assemblies, PLC's, 
and Heat Exchanges.  Low and Medium Voltage AC and DC Power Supplies.  Specialist for 
applying drives to eliminating voltage and current power quality issues at the source. 

 
 

Niagara Transformer Corp 

Liquid Filled Transformers from 5MVA-30MVA through 69kV. The strength of Niagara 
Transformer is flexibility and responsiveness combined with vast experience and technical 
capability. Whether providing standard products or engineered-to-order designs, they are 
dedicated to ensuring that the customer has the best transformer for the application. 

 

Low & Medium Voltage Solid State Starters from 208VAC-15kv through 30,000HP for 
Induction & synchronous motors.  Standard and built-to-order products include a range of solid 
state starters, full voltage electromechanical controls, synchronous exciters and variable speed 
drives. 

M & M COASTAL MANUFACTURING, INC.

&

 

Manufacturers of large, prefabricated enclosures for remote instrumentation, power 
distribution centers, SCR houses, analyzer shelters and RTUs.  Additional products include 
laser marked nameplates, truck mounted generator enclosures, stairs, platforms, 
support brackets, hangers, cover plates, CT weather heads, buss gutter and numerous other 
custom fabricated parts. 

 

Foxboro. Avantis. SimSci. Triconex. Wonderware. Schneider Electric is a provider of 
automation controls and process solutions that will increase productivity, reduce waste, 
remove cost and boost profitability while demonstrating measurable improvement in overall 
performance.  Schneider Electric offers products and services, expertise and technologies that 
maximize return on investments conserve resources and optimize performance. 

 

GE is a world-class manufacture of electric motors and generators with more than 125 years 
of experience. GE offers a full range of products from fractional to 100,000 horsepower units, 
for highly demanding applications in industrial and commercial industries around the world. 

T-STAR ENGINEERING 

Medium Voltage Static VAR Compensation Systems for all industries. Improves substation or 
plant power quality. Resolves power issues such as voltage "Flicker" and "Sag" due to weak 
power supplies or motor starting. Improves plant or substation power factor. 5kv, 12kv, 13kv 
& 14kv class. 

 

UL 508A, UL 698A and UL Hazardous Location Certified Panel Shop. Five Star builds Custom 
or Standard Motor and Pump Control Panels for the Municipal, Industrial, Commercial and 
Irrigation markets.  Packager of variable frequency drives and solid state reduced voltage 
starters.  Electrical systems integrator requiring "Total System Responsibility" for all 
components.  Fully engineered process control panels using a variety of PLCs and hardware. 

 

Factory authorized and trained service provider for all major brands of low and medium 
voltage air cooled AC drives.  Service and parts distributor for most major brands of power 
electronics and variable frequency drives.  Authorized Parts Distributor for Siemens LDA and 
the former Ross Hill Controls companies for low and medium voltage.  Custom integrator for 
Siemens LDA with field service and installation capabilities. 
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